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Historical relevance  

Jumps racing has a long and proud history in Australia. In fact, steeplechasing began in Tasmania in 

1838. The first hurdle race in South Australia was held in 1842 in what is now suburban Adelaide.  

On November 5th 1869, the Victorian Racing Club ran a three mile hurdle race and four years later the 

Warnambool Racing Club was formed with a determination to promote steeplechasing. 

The Oakbank Racing Club was formed in 1875 and held its first Great Eastern Steeplechase meeting a 

year later. 

Jumps racing (or steeplechasing) is conducted in countries around the world including Great Britain 

(3366 races in 2008), France (2194), Ireland (1434), USA (200), Japan (132), New Zealand (129) and 

Germany (58). 

Jumps racing in South Australia 

There are 16 race meetings scheduled throughout South Australia in 2014 with total of 22 jumps races in 

a mix of hurdle and steeple races. 

Jumps racing events are held at Oakbank, Morphettville, Gawler, Mount Gambier and Murray Bridge. 

 

Number of participants 

Most Australian jumps racing participants are involved in flat racing as well, with the combination 

providing their wider employment. Therefore it is difficult to separate the two. 

Many leading trainers involved in flat racing have jumps horses in their stables which complement their 

income and provide owners with a viable option to continue the racing careers of their horses. As an 

example, those with jumps horses currently in their stables include trainers of the calibre of David 

Hayes, Eric Musgrove, Robbie Laing, Lee Freedman, Darren Weir, Robert Smerdon and Chris Hyland.  

Leading owners such as Lloyd Williams, who inject a large amount of capital investing in racehorse 

ownership and breeding, are also involved in jumps racing.   



 

 

 

Number of participants (Cont’) 

Many jumps jockeys work daily as track riders for trainers. There is a critical shortage of skilled track 

riders in South Australia, so these jumps jockeys provide a crucial service to the industry.  Without the 

opportunity to augment their income by riding in jumps racing, these skilled horsemen and women 

would be lost from the racing industry. 

It is also important to note that the jumps racing industries of South Australia and Victoria are 

intertwined, with owners, trainers and jockeys regularly travelling to various events in both states.  

Statistics in context 

Statistically, horse fatalities are rare. In fact, in the eight complete racing seasons to 2012/13, 

Thoroughbred Racing SA’s figures show that fatalities represented only 0.67% of all starters in jumping 

events.  

Thoroughbred Racing SA continues to do everything possible to ensure safety in the sport for riders and 

horses in jumps racing across the State, however, unfortunately, as with any sport accidents can still 

occur. 

Thoroughbred racing is made up of a number of parts which make up the industry as a whole.  Jumps 

racing is an integral part of the racing industry in this State and a significant contributor in terms of 

employment and economic benefits.  

It is the responsibility of Thoroughbred Racing SA to support all sectors of the industry and, as such, we 

remain committed to the future of jumps racing in South Australia.  

Improvements in jumps racing 

Thoroughbred Racing SA has a Jumps Review Panel which while not limited to comprises Stewards, ex 

riders/trainers and a veterinary surgeon. The Jumps Review Panel continually reviews all jumps events 

as part of Thoroughbred Racing SA’s ongoing commitment to safety in the sport.   

Every jumping race or trial at a South Australian racetrack, whether or not there is an incident, is 

reviewed by this panel, including the performance of horses, riders and the fences themselves. 

In recent years, Thoroughbred Racing SA altered the angle of hurdles to 55 degrees, which offers a 

kinder jump than the previous 60 degrees. This continues to be under review.  



 

 

Thoroughbred Racing SA has also modified steeples to provide what TRSA believes is a better obstacle to 

the horse.  

 

The economic benefits of jumps racing 

Jumps racing is an integral part of the racing industry in this State and a significant contributor in terms 

of employment and economic benefits.   

South Australia’s two best-attended race meetings of the year are the two days of the iconic Oakbank 

Easter Carnival, which attracts approximately 70,000 spectators over the two days. 

The Oakbank Racing Carnival is much more than just the world’s largest picnic race meeting and the 

best-attended race meeting in South Australia. It is a vital contributor to the South Australian economy - 

$13.406 million in 2012* – and supports local businesses and organisations throughout Adelaide and the 

Hills. 

Irish Day – when Irish and Australian jumps jockeys display their skills – is the third largest attended day 

of the year at Morphettville. 

Jumps racing events are also held at Gawler, Mount Gambier and Murray Bridge, all of which are 

provincial clubs, and every race meeting is critical to their ongoing viability. 

The contribution of jumps racing should also be seen in the wider context of the entire South Australian 

racing industry. A 2013 study showed that the racing industry contributes more than $400m in economic 

benefits to South Australia every year and employs more than 3600 in full time equivalent jobs **. 

*2012 Oakbank Racing Carnival Economic Impact Report, IER Ltd May 2012  

** Economic, Social and Community Benefits of the SA Racing Industry, IER Ltd June 2013 

 

Potential impacts of a ban 

A ban on jumps racing in South Australia would have significant consequences. These include: 

Economic  

Jumps racing is a very significant contributor to the South Australian economy. The State’s two best-

attended race meetings of the year are at Oakbank, which injects tens of millions of dollars into the local 

and wider economy. It is worth noting that the South Australian taxpayer makes no contribution 

through State Government funding to the Oakbank Carnival. 



 

 

Jumps racing events are also held at Gawler, Mount Gambier and Murray Bridge, all of which are 

provincial clubs. Every race meeting is critical to their ongoing viability. 

 

Potential impacts of a ban (Cont’) 

Employment 

Jumps racing is a significant employer, not only on race days but also behind the scenes. Jockeys, 

trainers, strappers and stable support staff would be among those whose livelihoods would immediately 

be put in peril by a ban. 

Social 

Jumps racing has been part of South Australian racing for more than 170 years and is a vital part of the 

racing scene, particularly in regional South Australia. It is a sport which brings families and communities 

together at racetracks around the State.  

Animal welfare 

Animal welfare remains a high priority for TRSA and every care is taken to ensure horses participating in 

jumping races are properly schooled and qualified. Veterinary care is also provided on race days and at 

official trials. In addition riders are expected to ensure that horses that either become uncompetitive or 

commence to jump in an unsatisfactory manner are eased out of an event and not complete the course. 

All jumps horses are examined post-race by a veterinary surgeon. 

The same rules of racing which apply to animal welfare in respect of horses racing on the flat apply to 

jumps horses. 

In addition, licensed Trainers are required to be accredited to train and race jumping horses.



 

 

Frequently asked questions 

How many jumps racing events are held each year? Of these events, how often will a death of a horse 

occur? 

Statistically, horse fatalities are rare. In fact, in the eight complete racing seasons to 2012/13, 

Thoroughbred Racing SA’s figures show that fatalities represented only 1.05% of all starters in jumping 

events.  

Thoroughbred Racing SA continues to do everything possible to ensure safety in the sport for riders and 

horses in jumps racing across the State. Unfortunately, as with any sport, accidents can still occur. 

How is the industry adapting and responding to criticism? 

Thoroughbred Racing SA has a Jumps Review Panel, comprising, but not limited to, Stewards, ex 

riders/trainers and a veterinary surgeon.  Every incident and every jumping race at a South Australian 

racetrack is reviewed by this panel, including the performance of horses, riders and the fences 

themselves.  

In recent years, Thoroughbred Racing SA altered the angle of hurdles to 55 degrees to offer a kinder 

jump than the previous 60 degrees, and this continues to be under review. TRSA has also recently 

modified its steeples to provide a better obstacle to the horse.  

How to you respond to allegations that jumps racing is cruel? 

Horses are naturally athletic animals and trainers will tell you that many horses are natural jumpers. In 

fact, they will tell you that with such animals it is near impossible to stop them jumping. 

Jumps horses are thoroughbred animals and represent a significant investment. As such, they benefit 

from 24/7 care and attention with their diet, health, training and wellbeing monitored at every step.  

If jumps racing was banned, why couldn’t jumps horses run in flat races? 

Jumps horses are natural jumpers and very often are poorly suited to flat races. It would be like asking a 

marathon runner to compete in a 100-metre sprint. 

Racing’s lifeblood is wagering, and punters simply will not support poor racing. It is not a viable option. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Frequently asked questions (Cont’) 

What would happen if Oakbank ran flat races instead of jumps? Wouldn’t it generate the same interest, 

attendance and investment? 

The Oakbank Racing Carnival is much more than just the world’s largest picnic race meeting and the 

best-attended race meeting in South Australia. It is a vital contributor to the South Australian economy – 

$13.406 million in 2012 – and supports local businesses and organisations throughout Adelaide and the 

Hills. 

It also generates enormous crowds, approximately 70,000 attending over the two days. This is in 

contrast to the Oakbank Twilight race meeting which is not a jumps event and in December 2013 

attracted approximately 3500 people. 

 

 

 

 

 

  


